Loreto Nedlands

I.T. PHILOSOPHY

The Loreto Nedlands Literacy statement of philosophy
guides all aspects of the school’s operations.

At Loreto Nedlands, we are eager and inspired to do our
best, meeting the challenges and opportunities of a
changing world with love in our hearts. We are called to be
joyful and prayerful, living the Gospel and the Catholic
Faith while celebrating the values of Mary Ward with our
students, parents and the whole Loreto family.

21ST CENTURY LEARNERS

At Loreto Nedlands, we support students to be 21st Century learners through
explicitly planned and carried out teaching that supports digital and design
technologies that are integrated where possible. Students will explore and utilise
technology with a focus on general capabilities embedded across all curriculum
areas to support holistic technology education. We recognise the importance of
preparing our students for the latest technology and even the unknown. We
hope that by utilising some of the most current digital systems and approaches
to support our students with this development, we can support technology use
as a tool to engage deep and critical thinking about technology use and its
purpose in our lives.

CONNECTION TO OUR COMMUNITY AND
GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP

AT LORETO NEDLANDS WE:

Value acquiring and using technology to support the education and teaching
of all students where value is added to students' understanding and learning
outcomes.
Respect the principles of intellectual freedom where students have the
opportunity to develop and use electronic resources and software while
being educated about and responsible for their own design and digital
technology use planning, and decision making.
Recognise the need to support our students with the ongoing offering of
new and emerging resources delivered via new technologies and staff work
to be professionally supported with new technologies applications and
options in the classroom.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY

IN THE EARLY YEARS OUR STUDENTS:

Are exposed to iPad use early on, learning its
features and using its basic functions.
Learn about hardware and software and how to
utilise software for specific functions such as creating
drawings, books, coding, videos etc.
Work towards making choices about how to
represent their knowledge and understanding.

IN THE PRIMARY YEARS OUR STUDENTS:

Develop an understanding and skills in computational
thinking.
Have opportunities to create solutions.
Explore digital systems, their components, and
peripheral device.
Learn to define problems using techniques to deduce
and explain conclusions.
Experiment with the appropriate software.
Learn how to write code and program robots.
Critique design solutions, and examine the
sustainability of their own, and existing information
systems.
Students develop strategies to communicate
information and ideas.

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

IN THE EARLY YEARS OUR STUDENTS:

Are supported to make design choices by working on projects that
encourage deep and critical thinking to create solutions and designs for a
given purpose.
Create drawings, diagrams, test samples and work with a range of
materials.
Work independently and in groups.

IN THE PRIMARY YEARS OUR STUDENTS:

Learn about technologies in society.
Develop self-ownership of their ideas and design their own projects.
Explore and learn to harness their creative, innovative, and imaginative
ideas.
Become aware of the design characteristics and properties of materials.
Explore aspects of the social implications of existing products and
processes.
Communicate using a range of techniques.
Explore trends and data.
Suggest design decisions that contribute positively to preferred futures.

